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Session overview

Inside this issue

This session examines landscape architects role within an energy company. It describes design challenges and opportunities in the development of power facilities in the Icelandic
landscape: How development power projects evolve, development phases and design objectives.
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The panelists will share their recent experience working for
the power company and working process for the energy projects using two case studies: the geothermal plant at Hagonguvirkjun and the hydropower project at Hvammsvirkjun.
It concludes with visitor perceptions and new ways of interpreting the landscape of power generation.
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Learning Objectives:
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Special points of interest
 Briefly highlight your point of
interest here.
 Briefly highlight your point of
interest here.



Understanding the phases of power plant design projects.

 Briefly highlight your point of
interest here.



Outlining the opportunities and challenges for landscape
architects in designs for power generation.

 Briefly highlight your point of
interest here.



Reviewing the position and role of landscape architects
working on energy projects for a power company.

The Icelandic landscape: challenges
and opportunities
The same elements in the Icelandic
landscape that make it so fascinating
are also the most challenging for landscape design of power projects. As a
designer, it is the dilemma of hiding or
revealing the power infrastructure. In
the Icelandic landscape the views are
open and seem endless so every foreign object can be seen as an obstacle
in the landscape.
The landscape of power projects are
mostly located in the highlands, with
little vegetation and no real forests,
young lava and black sand desert fields,

rocks and gravel, glaciers, lagoons,
mounts and rivers.
What is the role of a landscape architect in a power company ? How should
a landscape architect make recommendations and collaborate with the engineers in the company? What is the best
way to design man-made structures
into the open, vulnerable landscape?
Should the goal be to try to hide all
man-made structures or… is it appropriate to have it visible and reveal the
power generation systems in the landscape ?

To create harmony between man-made structures, landscaping and natural
environment

Development of power projects
The process of renewable energy projects:
 Pre-feasibility study & reconnaissance.
 Feasibility study & pre-design.
 Project planning & design.
 Tender design, procurement.
 Construction.
 Operation & management.

Design issues that impact the visual landscape in geothermal & hydropower
projects:
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Power house and related artificial structures (transformers and substations)- Need quality architecture, harmony.



Entrance to the site and main access roads.



Other transport roads and areas (cut and fills) .



Reservoir and dams.



Temporarily working camps, working and storage areas.



Intake and outtake channels.



Drilling and water supply areas.



Pipelines and power lines.



Mines and landfill (spoil) areas.

Notes

Future vision for na ew hydropower staion, hygpothetical idea

Next steps, future visions
Next steps are to continue to follow up on the company policy pertaining to
structure design and landscaping (VIN-215) and enhance it in the quality
mangement system, by producing guidelines/ project description and work
procedure for:


Process of the renewable energy projects and where and what to be enhanced to achieve cleared vision of design.



Environmental Impact Assessment, Landscape and Visual Assessment
approach and methods.



Local Municipal Planning: Enhance landscaping and sustainable planning.



Strengthening the landscape architect´s and the architect´s role and active
participation in the design process and project planning.



Strengthening the landscape architect’s and the architect’s role in tender
design and tender documents.



Proposed value and significance criteria and preferred approach in power
projects undertaken, such as sustainable design.
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Concept for Hvammsvirkjun: Designers VA Architects and Landark.

Case study 1: Hvammsvirkjun
Hydropower plant
The tender design phase was finished in 2007, but according to new
emphasis landscaping on appearance and in EIA and the company
policy pertaining to structure design and landscaping the company
decided to revise the landscape and architectural design.
The new design memorandum was to:


Keep all pre-designed infrastructure underground and technical
system in the same manner, but bring forward new design ideas
and concept for facades and landscaping.

Design concept:


Connection to natural landscape and sustainability.



To create harmony in the overall appearance of all man-made
structures on the site, in relation to form and material selection.



To re-claime the disrupted land on and around the buildings.



The formation and appearance of cement will relate to the surrounding landscape.



To seek possibilities to use sustainable cement.



To create accessibility for recreation and tourism around the area.



To enhance pedestrian access and possibilities for horseback riding .
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Facade for a potential power house in Hágönguvirkjun: A2f Architects.

Case study 2: Hagonguvirkjun
Geothermal power plant
Hágönguvirkjun is the first power project that is developed according
to the new company policy pertaining to structure design and landscaping.
The preliminary design of the geothermal power station,
“Hágönguvirkjun”, and the building for staff facilities in Vatnajökull
National Park, is an example of how a design of a power station and
associated buildings can be taken a step further than in traditional
buildings of this kind. Sustainability and shared use are key terms in
the design of the building, in addition to creating sustainable, attractive and comfortable buildings for staff and guests.
The barren landscape of the site is sensitive, the approach of the project shows how the buildings interact with the landscape and respect
it in its form, colours and materials.

Main ideas of the design concept:


To create a sustainable building, using long-lasting / local materials



Smart utilisation of space, shared use - staff vs. tourists/guests



Respect the nature, take into account the sensitive and barren landscape of the highlands
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Perspicacious is the visitors eye (“Gloggt er
gests augað”)
One strategy to shift the conventional thinking on the relationship of power
plants to the landscape is to get the fresh perspective of visitors. Five students from the SUNY Syracuse Department of Landscape Architecture conducted a two-week design charette as part of their Off-Campus semester in
Iceland.
Site: Krafla Geothermal area in Northern Iceland
Design Objective:


Develop design interventions to reveal the geothermal power system

The design engagements are responsive and adaptive to the dynamics of the geothermal landscape and power production

Reading the enigmatic landscape of
geothermal power systems


Intersection of natural and industrial sublime landscapes



Sensory power – vivid sounds,
smells, images, and thermal extremes.



Dynamic systems – visible geologic processes



Ambiguous boundaries – very
little definition of safe/unsafe
areas



Overlay of systems – sheep grazing, vegetation, and energy production.

Strategies for design intervention in
geothermal systems


Wayfinding – structuring visitor
sequence with a marking system
of shadow castors.



Steam sculpture and reuse–
transforming unintentional impacts into intentional forms, including green houses that capture waste heat



Well Pad Re-integration – minimizing the disturbance of changing well pads.
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Presenters

Aðalheiður Atladottir Architect
A2F Architects
Adalheidur Atladottir, an architect FAI, is a member of the Association of Architects in
Iceland (AI).
She graduated from the Technical University of Aachen in Germany, in 2004. She is a
co-owner of A2F Architects studio office, situated in Reykjavik and Berlin. She also
teaches classes at the faculty of architecture at the Iceland University of Academy of
the Arts. With 15 years of working experience in diverse fields of architecture, from
urban planning to detailing, and in different countries across Europe. The main focus
of her work is to minimize environmental impact of buildings and maximize comfort
and wellbeing of the users.

Bjork Guðmundsdottir, Landscape Architect
FILA, National Power Company
Bjork Gudmunsdottir, has a Bachelor in Landscape Architecture from SUNY ESF and
MSc in Urban Design from Heriot-Watt University, Edinburg. She is currently working
at Landsvirkjun in the Environmental Department and is a certified Landscape Architect in Iceland, and a member of the Association of Icelandic Architects (FÍLA). At the
moment she is the Delegate for FÍLA, in International Federation of Landscape
Achitects in Europe (IFLA).
She has over 20 years of experience embracing a wide range of projects including
strategies, design, environmental mitigations, landscape and visual assessment and
planning. As a Project Manager for Planning & Landscaping, she offers insight into the
renewable energy industry in Iceland, in an unique geological and sublime landscape.
Focus of current work is on visual impacts, integrating built form and landscape. Bjork
collaborates with stakeholders and public administration to formulate planning and
design proposals that balance sustainability. environmental, social and economical
factors.

Matthew Potteiger, Landscape Architect
Professor at SUNY ESF
Matthew Potteiger is a professor of landscape architecture at the State University of
New York, College Environmental Science and Forestry in Syracuse, New York. The
focus of his teaching, research and public service is on landscape systems and cultural
practices including narrative practices and food systems. He received a Master of
Landscape Architecture from the University of California, Berkeley in1982 and a Bachelor of Science in Landscape Architecture from The Pennsylvania State University
in1978. He is Director of the Off-Campus Program at SUNY ESF and received an ASLA
Merit Award for Landscape Narratives: Design Practices for Telling Stories. Coauthored with Jamie Purinton in1998.
He advised a group of students working on design interpretation of geothermal power
in Iceland in 2017: Aaron Bodine, Jenna Ergort, Ryan Mackerer, Patricia McNeil, and
Bridget Snover.
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Further information:

Notes

www.landsvirkjun.com
https://www.landsvirkjun.com/
societyenvironment/environment
https://www.landsvirkjun.is/Media/
hagonguvirkjun-frumhonnunlandslagsmat-greining-og-mat-alandslagi-i-kringum-fyrirhugadahagonguvirkjun.pdf
https://www.landsvirkjun.is/Media/
hagonguvirkjun-forathugun-skraninglandslags-greining-a-landnytingustadhattum-ogskipulagsaaetlunum1.pdf
https://www.landsvirkjun.is/
Rannsoknirogthroun/Virkjunarkostir/
Hvammsvirkjun
Knute Ove Hillestad. Landscape
Design in Hydropower Planning.
Hydropower Development series 4.
Norwegian Institute of Technology
Division of Hydraulic Engineering.
1992. ISBN 82-7598-011-9.
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